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ABSTRACT
Study of the effects of pressure on macromolecular
structure improves our understanding of the forces
governing structure, provides details on the relevance of cavities and packing in structure, increases
our understanding of hydration and provides a basis
to understand the biology of high-pressure organisms. A study of DNA, in particular, helps us to
understand how pressure can affect gene activity.
Here we present the first high-resolution experimental study of B-DNA structure at high pressure, using
NMR data acquired at pressures up to 200 MPa
(2 kbar). The structure of DNA compresses very
little, but is distorted so as to widen the minor
groove, and to compress hydrogen bonds, with AT
pairs compressing more than GC pairs. The minor
groove changes are suggested to lead to a compression of the hydration water in the minor groove.
INTRODUCTION
Studying the eﬀect of pressure upon DNA is important
not only to deepen our understanding of expression and
regulation of transcription under pressure, but also
because pressure aﬀects molecules via the partial molar
volume of the system, and therefore provides information
on hydration that is hard to obtain in other ways. For
example, the binding of proteins and drugs to doublestranded B-DNA is weaker at high hydrostatic pressure
(1), although the overall conformation of DNA is thought
to alter very little with pressure (2). Moreover, the activity
and selectivity of enzymes that act upon DNA, such as
RNA polymerase, depend upon the hydrostatic pressure
(1,3,4), such that for example restriction endonucleases
become less active but more speciﬁc at high pressure,

in that they have reduced non-speciﬁc ‘star’ activity
(5,6). Are these eﬀects due to changes to DNA, changes
to the proteins or both? Because protein–DNA recognition often relies on deformation of the DNA, it is also
important to understand how DNA deforms under pressure (7). This observation has been given increased importance by the discovery of deep-sea organisms living at
pressures of up to 50 MPa (1 bar = 105 Pa  1 atm),
some of which are strict piezophiles, i.e. they grow only
at elevated pressure, while others grow equally well at
atmospheric pressure (8). Pleiotropic eﬀects on gene transcription have been observed in such organisms at elevated
pressure, and an understanding of these eﬀects will help us
understand transcription regulation more generally (9).
Macromolecules in aqueous solution respond to pressure by reducing the partial molar volume of the system.
The partial molar volume is the sum of the intrinsic or
molecular volume and the ‘interaction volume’ (10), which
is the (negative) eﬀect of the macromolecule on the volume
of the water that solvates the macromolecule: eﬀectively,
the presence of the macromolecule leads to a compression
of the hydration layer around it, particularly in the vicinity of charges. The eﬀect of pressure on solutions of macromolecules therefore provides information on hydration.
It also gives information on volume ﬂuctuations within the
macromolecule since there is a thermodynamic relationship between volume ﬂuctuation and compressibility (11).
In order to better understand such observations, and to
increase our understanding of DNA hydration, we have
investigated the conformational changes in a DNA hairpin on increasing the pressure from ambient to 200 MPa
(2 kbar). The hairpin used was d(CTAGAGGATCCTUT
TGGATCCT), in which the underlined residues form a
helical stem, which has a standard B-DNA structure
capped by a tetraloop (12). The results demonstrate that
the DNA changes its structure very little. There is a slight
reduction in the Watson–Crick hydrogen-bond distance,
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this reduction being greater for the AT than the GC base
pairs, but otherwise there is almost no compression of the
DNA, as expected from its high packing density and lack
of internal cavities. The major structural change is a
widening of the minor groove, most likely to allow the
hydration water to occupy a smaller volume. This implies
that changes in transcriptional activity with pressure are
much more likely to be due to the protein component than
to the DNA.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
The hairpin DNA was chemically synthesized by Ransom
Hill Bioscience, Inc. (Ramona, CA, USA), gel puriﬁed and
desalted (12), and dissolved in 50 mM tris, 0.5 mM EDTA,
pH 7.0. The assignment of the homonuclear NMR spectrum has been described (12). NMR spectra were acquired
at a range of pressures from ambient (using 3 MPa rather
than 0.1 MPa, to avoid small air bubbles in the solution
which degrade the NMR spectra) up to 200 MPa, in steps
of 50 MPa. NMR measurements were carried out on a
standard Bruker DMX-750 spectrometer into which was
ﬁtted a high-pressure cell constructed from quartz glass of
outer diameter 3 mm, which could be pressurized using a
hand pump connected to the high-pressure cell by stainless
steel tubing (13). Chemical shift changes were linear with
pressure. The data were therefore ﬁtted to a linear dependence, from which the change in shift between ambient
pressure and 200 MPa was obtained.
The methodology used for calculation of the highpressure structure is based upon our previous use of
NMR chemical shift changes to characterize structural
changes in proteins with pressure (14–16), modiﬁed for
calculation of DNA. In outline, we have earlier derived
equations that relate structure to chemical shift (17,18).
Using these equations, and starting from a known structure, restrained molecular dynamics (MD) can be applied
to use the pressure-dependent change in chemical shift to
calculate a change in structure. This methodology yields
much more accurate structural changes than the more
traditional nuclear overhauser eﬀects and coupling constants, since chemical shifts are sensitive to structural
changes on the order of hundredths of an ångström. The
MD is used as an eﬃcient way of reaching a minimally
altered structure that matches the observed chemical shift
changes, and hence the lowest possible temperature is used
in the calculation to avoid perturbing the structure more
than is necessary. For DNA, we used ring current shifts
(19) and electric ﬁeld eﬀects only. Bond magnetic anisotropies were not used, because the overall eﬀects of bond
magnetic anisotropies in the bases are calculated reasonably well by ring current eﬀects except at short distances;
and because in nucleic acids (unlike proteins), bond magnetic anisotropies from double bonds do not have C2v
symmetry, which makes them much more troublesome
to use as restraints (20). As was done for the earlier protein
calculations, restraints on hydrogen-bonded protons were
calculated using electric ﬁeld eﬀects and ring currents only
(i.e. no bond magnetic anisotropies), except that the partial
atomic charges used were those appropriate for imino

protons. This method was found to be the most accurate
for proteins (18) and should be even better for nucleic acids
because of the presence of smaller bond anisotropies.
The structure was reﬁned in the standard full XPLOR
force ﬁeld, i.e. containing van der Waals forces (a
Lennard–Jones potential out to 4 Å, decaying smoothly
to zero at 5 Å) and coulombic forces with a 1/r-dependent
dielectric constant (i.e. a distance-dependent dielectric of
4r) (21), switched oﬀ between 4 and 5 Å, using standard
charges for DNA as listed in the XPLOR ﬁle topnshle.
dna. All masses were set to 100 throughout the calculation. In addition to this, it was found necessary to add
restraints on the sugar dihedral angles, base-pair planarity
and base-pair hydrogen-bond lengths, to stop the structure distorting unreasonably during equilibration. For the
planarity restraints, all atoms in a given base (except
methyl hydrogens) were restrained to be in the same
plane. Each pair of paired bases was also restrained to
be in the same plane—i.e. the C2, C5 and N9 of adenine
or guanine and the N1, N3 and C5 of the paired thymine
or cytosine were restrained to the same plane. Planarity
restraints were based on those used in the XPLOR example ﬁle brestraints.inp and used a weight of 400. For the
hydrogen-bond restraints, base-pair hydrogen bonds were
restrained to their initial distances 0.3 Å. Sugar dihedral
restraints were used to keep the ring puckered.
The ﬁrst four unpaired bases of the experimental
sequence were not used in the structure calculation. The
starting NMR structure 1dgo of this hairpin from the
Protein Data Bank (22) was reﬁned iteratively until convergence, i.e. until further rounds of calculations produced
no signiﬁcant structural change. This was carried out in
two stages. First, the NMR structure was subjected to 50
rounds of MD at 100 K, 10 times in parallel, to give 10
‘multi-reﬁned’ structures MREF1-10, which were averaged. Then, starting from the averaged MREF structure,
further cycles of MD were conducted using the same procedure (except that only 25 rounds of MD were used
rather than 50), to produce a ‘continued reﬁned’ structure
CREF1. This was repeated four more times to generate
CREF2 and so on up to CREF5. For each round of calculation, the starting structure was followed for 2000 steps
of 0.003 ps followed by 2000 steps of 0.002 ps; and this
trajectory calculation was repeated nine more times and
an average was calculated. The average is used as the
starting structure for the next round. In practice, the
MREF stage reached stability after approximately 20
rounds, and all ﬁve CREF structures are virtually identical, implying convergence has been reached already by the
ﬁrst structure. Therefore, CREF1 was in fact used as the
starting structure for calculation of low- and high-pressure
structures.
To calculate the low-pressure structure, an MD trajectory was calculated using the same force ﬁeld, with the
addition of a chemical shift restraint such that all protons
to which chemical shift restraints were applied in the
high-pressure calculation were restrained to a chemical
shift change of 0 p.p.m. The chemical shift restraints
were added using a strong force constant of
4000 kcal mol1 p.p.m.2, as in our earlier studies
(14,15). The purpose of this calculation is to act as a
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reference for comparison to the high-pressure calculation.
To calculate the high-pressure structure, CREF1 was
again used as the starting structure, but this time pressure-dependent chemical shift changes (listed in
Supplementary Material) were applied as restraints. The
restraints were applied to 96 protons (37 base protons and
59 sugar protons). Shifts from nucleotides in the tetraloop
were not used as restraints.
DNA structural parameters were calculated using the
program 3DNA (23). Molecular volumes were calculated
using the program VOIDOO (24), which in our experience
is much more reproducible and reliable for calculating
volumes (of cavities in particular) than other methods
such as Voronoi volumes and Swiss-PdbViewer.
RESULTS
Chemical shifts were measured for the B-DNA hairpin
d(CTAGAGGATCCTUTTGGATCCT) using homonuclear 2D spectra at pressures from 3 MPa to 200 MPa. The
observed chemical shift changes are linear with pressure.
This has two important implications: ﬁrst, that the compressibility is essentially independent of pressure; and
second, that pressure does not favour the presence of different structures (as it does, for example with both lysozyme and protein G, where the presence of some curved
pressure dependences demonstrated an increased population of alternative structures with water molecules inserted
into cavities in the proteins) (14,15,25,26). The fact that
compressibility is independent of pressure further implies
that volume ﬂuctuations of the DNA are not aﬀected by
an increase in pressure, because of the thermodynamic
relationship mentioned above (11).
The changes in chemical shift from low to high pressure
were used as restraints to calculate the change in structure
with increase in pressure. Structural changes were calculated for the B-DNA stem only. The NMR structure 1dgo
was energy minimized to produce a ‘starting structure’
CREF1. This structure was then subjected to three diﬀerent low-temperature MD calculations: one with no chemical shift restraints, one with chemical shift restraints
designed to keep the structure unchanged and one with
shift restraints matching those observed on going from
low to high pressure. The calculations with no or
unchanged restraints had very little eﬀect on the structure,
as expected, but the high-pressure chemical shifts caused a
change in structure of 0.17 Å (Table 1). The chemical shift
restraints were satisﬁed in the resultant high-pressure
structures, giving an root mean square (RMS) diﬀerence

between calculated and observed shift in the high-pressure
structure of 0.007 p.p.m., which is within the experimental
error. The structural changes are described in Table 2,
and the high- and low-pressure structures have been
deposited with the Research Collaboratory of Structural
Bioinformatics Protein Data Bank with code numbers
2vai and 2vah, respectively. The low- and high-pressure
structures are shown as a surface representation in
Figure 1 and in a stereo stick representation in Figure 2.
The change in structure of 0.17 Å is at the lower end of
the range of structural changes seen in earlier calculations
on proteins (14–16). The volume of the high-pressure
structure is only 0.042% smaller than that of the lowpressure structure (based on the non-terminal stem bases
only), corresponding to an intrinsic compressibility of ca.
0.6  104 ml mol1 bar1 per nucleotide. This is small
compared to typical adiabatic molar compressibilities
measured for DNA solutions (30–70  104 ml mol1 bar1)
(27), suggesting that the DNA molecule itself is almost
incompressible, and that almost all of the compressibility
of the DNA solutions comes from the hydration layer, as
noted by a number of authors (27–30). In approximate
agreement with this result, the compressibility of the
DNA molecule alone has been estimated to be much
more similar to the change reported here, namely
5  104 ml mol1 bar1, based upon the very high packing
coeﬃcient of B-DNA of 0.87 and the small void volume of
the structure (31).
These results allow us to estimate the compressibility of
the hydration layer. Compressibilities can be expressed
either as the partial speciﬁc compressibility , which is deﬁned as ð1=v0 Þð@ v0 =@PÞ, where v0 is the partial speciﬁc
Table 2. Structural changes in the DNA double-stranded stem between
3 and 200 MPa (30 and 2000 bar)

Vol, 0 Å
probe (Å3  103)
Vol, 1.4 Å
probe (Å3  103)
Izza
Ixxa
Iyya
Stem length (Å)b
Mean rise (Å)

Low P

High P

% change

3.330

3.328

0.06

7.174

7.171

0.042

5630
947
704
18.84
2.85

5724
918
676
19.06
2.87

+1.7
3.1
4.0
+1.2
+0.55

a

Moments of inertia. The z axis runs along the DNA helical axis.
Calculated as the distance between the two terminal base pairs
(calculating mean coordinates for the two pairs).
b

Table 1. RMS distances between structures
RMS to minimized 1DGO

Aligned on
base pairs
Aligned on
P and C10
a

RMS to CREF1

RMS to low P

CREF1

No Shiftsa

Low P

High P

No shiftsa

Low P

High P

1.544

1.545

1.556

1.575

0.034

0.092

0.170

0.171

2.386

2.389

2.378

2.495

0.048

0.069

0.248

0.247

Structure computed the same way as the low- and high-pressure structures except that no proton shift term is included in the restraints.
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Figure 1. Surface representation of the structure of the DNA hairpin,
viewed from the minor groove. Low-pressure structure is blue and highpressure is red.

Figure 3. Hydrogen-bond distances in base pairs within the B-DNA
stem, at low (blue) and high (magenta) pressure.

estimate KSh, the partial molar adiabatic compressibility
of water in the hydration shell, as 6.2 ml mol1 bar1. This
value is 75% of the compressibility of bulk water and is
thus towards the upper end of previous estimates (27),
largely because of the very small compressibility of
DNA calculated here. In other words, we conclude that
hydration water is slightly more similar to bulk water, in
compressibility and by implication also in density, than
previously estimated.
DISCUSSION
Figure 2. Stereo superposition of the low-pressure (blue) and highpressure (red) DNA structures.

volume of the solute, or the partial compressibility K,
which is just @v0 =@P. Here we use partial compressibilities,
since they are additive (extrinsic). The following is written
in terms of adiabatic compressibility KS, since this is what
can be measured most easily. Ultrasound measurements of
DNA solutions provide values for the apparent molar
adiabatic compressibility (i.e. the compressibility that
would be attributed to one mole of solute if it is assumed
that the solvent contributes the same compressibility as it
has in the pure state), which is given by ref. (27)
KS ¼ KM þ nh ðKSh  KS0 Þ
where KM is the intrinsic molar adiabatic compressibility
of the solute, nh is the number of water molecules hydrating each nucleotide, and KSh and KS0 are the partial molar
adiabatic compressibilities of water in the hydration shell
and in the bulk solvent, respectively. KS depends on the
proportion of AT base pairs (27) and for our sequence is
estimated as 45.3  104 ml mol1 bar1 (negative
because the solute and the hydration layer are both less
compressible than bulk water). KM is what we have measured here, nh has been estimated as 24 (27) and KS0 is
8.08  104 ml mol1 bar1 (27,32). This allows us to

By Le Chatelier’s principle, high hydrostatic pressure
leads to structural changes that reduce the overall molar
volume of the system. Because the volume of the DNA
itself is almost unchanged, this implies that the changes
seen in DNA in our calculations are such as to reduce the
volume of the hydration layer (1,29). We have therefore
analysed changes to the overall shape of DNA. The most
obvious change is an increase in the width of the minor
groove (Table 2), seen clearly in Figure 1. Crystal structures of B-DNA indicate a line of water molecules hydrating the minor groove. Because this spine of hydration
generally has all of the four potential hydrogen bonding
positions of water used (although with a non-ideal geometry), it has relatively large volume. The widening of the
minor groove allows water to adopt diﬀerent structures
with lower partial molar volume. This explanation is consistent with previous studies of hydration in B-DNA
(27,30), which show that water in the major groove is
of low compressibility, because charged groups in the
major groove already act to reduce the volume and compressibility of water, by the process known as electrostriction (27).
Hydrogen-bond lengths in the Watson–Crick base pairs
are reduced in the high-pressure structure, by signiﬁcantly
more than the 0.02 Å seen in earlier MD simulations
(Figure 3) (33). The reduction in hydrogen-bond length
is approximately 0.11 Å for the GC pairs in the stem
and 0.29 Å for the AT pairs. Thus, the AT pairs compress
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more than twice as much as the GC pairs, as one might
expect because they are linked by two hydrogen bonds
rather than the three in GC pairs, making the GC hydrogen bonds stiﬀer.
We note that the overall length of the stem is actually
slightly increased at high pressure, by 1.2% (Table 2). The
bases remain coplanar and stacked, with a slight increase
in slide. This observation demonstrates that DNA bases
are already in close van der Waals contact at ambient
pressure, and the energy required to compress them
further is so great that other structural changes are preferred. A MD simulation also saw essentially no change in
the length of the DNA stem with pressure (33).
To date, there are high-pressure crystal structures of
several proteins [hen egg-white lysozyme (34), T4 lysozyme (35), metmyoglobin (36), urate oxidase (37) and
cowpea mosaic virus (38)], together with an NMR structure of ubiquitin (39) and chemical shift-based NMR
structures of lysozyme, BPTI and protein G (14–16).
These studies are in agreement over the general features:
proteins compress their molecular volume by approximately 0.05%/GPa (0.5%/kbar), with changes in coordinates of approximately 0.1 Å and shortening of amide
hydrogen bonds by about 0.01 Å. Helices compress fairly
uniformly, whereas sheets twist and distort. There is also a
recent crystal structure of DNA, this being of short ADNA helices surrounding a disordered B-DNA molecule
(40). The crystal study reports very small changes of the
DNA, which are linear up to approximately 1 GPa (10
kbar). For both the A-DNA and B-DNA, base planes
move closer together by 0.15 Å/GPa (0.015 Å/kbar), and
for A-DNA Watson–Crick hydrogen bonds shorten by
0.04 Å/GPa (0.004 Å/kbar) (this parameter could not be
measured for B-DNA because of its disorder in the crystal). Thus, both X-ray and NMR studies of DNA at high
pressure demonstrate that the structure of DNA is aﬀected
less than that of proteins by pressure, but they disagree
over the details of the structural changes: the present study
shows substantial shortening of the Watson–Crick hydrogen bonds and an increase in interbase stacking distance,
whereas the crystal structure shows little change of hydrogen-bond lengths and a signiﬁcant reduction in stacking
distance. The origin of this disagreement is as yet unclear
(R Fourme, personal communication), and awaits further
experimental investigation. The crystal structure also
demonstrates a large increase in the number of ordered
hydration water seen in contact with the DNA at high
pressure, again implying a signiﬁcant change in hydration
with pressure.
In summary, we have shown that structural change of
the DNA itself is very small, with most of the changes
being in the hydration layer. In proteins, pressure produces a relatively much larger but simple compression
within helices, but a twisting of sheets with relatively
little compression (15). Increased pressure also leads to a
marked reduction in protein–protein association (41).
Most common DNA-binding motifs use helices for DNA
recognition. It is therefore likely that the altered DNA
binding of proteins and transcriptional proﬁle seen at
high pressure are not due to changes in the DNA structure
but can be ascribed mainly to two factors: a reduction in

protein–protein association at high pressure, and alterations in the hydration layers of both DNA and protein.

SUPPLEMENTARY DATA
Supplementary Data are available at NAR Online.
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